
TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT FOR SCHOOL NEWSPAPER EXAMPLES

High School Newspaper Article Ideas . Write articles about the latest movies, music, literature and art. You can write
reviews, make recommendations, take.

For some reason, cursing brings out that strong, sassy side we all have. Considering it revolves around
Peruvian Chinese food, the response â€” shared as a 2-minute audio clip â€” is surprisingly suspenseful. This
is screaming for additional school-specific adaptations. Many ideas come from your student press peers. And
why do they occupy that cool perch when so many others do not? The Beacon at the University of Portland is
building off this sustained home-sweet-home fixation with a video series providing glimpses inside student
living spaces. Here are descriptions of several types of stories to trigger your search for topics. For example, in
the interview below, online editor Katie Cole responds to 65 rapid-fire questions on topics ranging from
favorite drink to least favorite fashion trend. And how often, and in what situations, do you find yourselves
tossing out swear words without a second thought â€” in the real world and in the mobile and digital arenas?
Swearing also gives us a sense of power and control. Everything journalism was, is and will be rests on our
ability to tell a story. However, this starts to become a problem when it enters certain areas of our environment
like the classroom. Then, pick one question from the list to answer in-depth via personal reflection or dogged
reporting. It might also be fun, and funny, to sit down with a professor, administrator or cafeteria worker
known for being especially humorous. We tried out all five of the approved positions, and chatted happily
through the first 50 minutes of my hour-long session. The way of choosing a topic for an essay is different
from the way of choosing a topic for a school newspaper article or a speech. What caused this action, and what
are its consequences? At other times, they are extreme. But will these topics appeal to your readers? For
example, in what appears to be the second installment, student Carleigh Stiehm details her trip to a paid
cuddling service â€” kinda sorta like a massage parlor, I guess. Writing about them and past and future
rivalries make for good articles. Fascinating, but for our purposes, forget the medical focus. How does it
impact their practice and play time? And what do they consider cool in return? A smile-inducing video series
crafted by Daily Texan staffers features rundowns on significant and quirky issues from a science and
technology perspective. Chances are you will be able to get several stories out of this single issue. And how
about students who have been ghosted? My two cents: Do it with a smile, come up with some witty responses
and share, share, share on social media as a means of showing your audience you have a sense of humor and
are clued in to their more on-point critiques. In a similar sense, what you do secretly or not-so-secretly desire
to quit â€” or wish you had quit if you were given a second chance? These are the kinds of stories that
typically make the front page. And what are they specifically tasked with helping students and staff to cope
with, avoid or overcome? The school's sports teams should be at the top of the reporting list; after all, these are
your classmates, and many other media outlets deal with the pro teams. The lateness angle is what intrigues
me here. But some students are fighting back, saying the rolls, bear crawls and other actions are accepted and
expected parts of the athletic experience when students disobey official and informal rules. Rather than
helping those who are suffering and at risk from the disease and supporting medical professionals, people
continue spreading misinformation and making rash judgments with zero consideration of reality. Instead of
admitting ignorance, the people featured on camera almost inevitably pretend to know what the faux
interviewer is talking about and even offer related opinions. Whether they are focused on homemade cooking
attempts gone awry, campus cafeteria shockers, late-night fast food trips or romantic restaurant excursions, the
stories will probably be more deliciously candid and entertaining than you might predict.


